Custom Window Systems’ 9000 Series sliding glass door brings new meaning to the word “Quality,” with one of the heaviest sills in the industry and many hidden features to give you, the homeowner, greater performance for many years.

Compare Custom Window’s sliding glass doors.
We are sure you will recognize the real value.
You deserve precision, superior quality and real value from a name you can depend on.

9000 SERIES SLIDING GLASS DOORS

SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION

9000 Series doors are available in white, bronze or ivory and come with 3/16"-strength glass standard. Side jambs feature heavily constructed main frame complete with weather-stripping in all slots to give better performance. Each door is also available with Custom Window's mortise locking system which provides a security and reliability dramatically superior to industry standard locks. Add to this a secondary lock for even greater security and aesthetically appealing sturdy metal handles, and you begin to see the difference Cwik-Quality™ makes.

Custom Window Systems' ongoing dedication to design innovation, along with their standard of uncompromising quality, has led the company to develop custom dies, tooling and production techniques. The latest in computer technology is utilized to assure the strict tolerances and attention to detail that have made the company an industry leader.

The highest quality of metal, glass, nuts and bolts, as well as every bit of hardware, both visible and unseen by the consumer, complements carefully tested designs that are proven durable and user-friendly.